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Corporate slogan

BORDERLESS HAPPINESS
To gather around a delicious delight.
That is the shape of happiness Otafuku Sauce is trying to achieve.
When people gather to enjoy food, the atmosphere
always ﬁlls with joy, warmth, and comfort.
The blessings of simple happiness remains unchanged even amidst the
massive changes in lifestyles and values in our society.
To evoke the spirit and joy that hides behind the barriers between people's hearts.
The circle of people joined together through the borderless food of
okonomiyaki becomes energy expanding across
the globe to contribute to the future.
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Otafuku Group
Corporate Philosophy
Our Mission
To contribute to a joyous society with health, wellness, and happiness through food.

Our Pledges
Pledge to Our Customers

: To consolidate our expertise and knowledge in order to
impress our customers and bring a smile to their face.

Pledge to Our Employees

: To constantly improve our work environment and develop human
resources so that our employees can work with a lively attitude.

Pledge to Our Business Partners

: To create new value together as a good partner.

Pledge to the Local Community

: To root ourselves in the local community in order to contribute to
society through our core business activities.

Pledge to the Global Environment

: To demonstrate our great love for the global environment by
carrying out activities in harmony with nature.

Our Action Guidelines
1. Challenge ourselves and each other to learn, and be creative and innovative.
2. Take pleasure in changes and act swiftly when they occur.
3. Respect one another to create an open and natural corporate environment.
4. Earnestly comply with laws and corporate ethics.
5. Take on any problem or challenge with ambition, passion, courage, and a sense of responsibility.

Monozukuri（Art of Manufacturing）
Spirit
Pursue natural tastes that are safe and secure with our spirit and history imbued in every single drop.

Employees' Motto
We look at everything in a positive light, acting in a proactive manner while always looking forward
with a bright spirit of gratitude.
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Otafuku Group Motto for FY2020-21

Recognize and Praise
The spread of Covid-19 has shook the entire world, resulting in all industries, companies,
and persons across the globe uniting together for a wide variety of responses and
countermeasures. Amid this crisis, the Japanese have fully demonstrated autonomy and
an inherent seriousness that resulted in persons refraining from going out and changing
their work styles without the need for forced actions or penalties.
The limitations placed on what have always been natural activities, people meeting,
gathering, and talking together, due to the Covid-19 crisis has caused us to review the
value of very precious and irreplaceable parts of life that we tend to overlook in our
daily lives.
We are additionally experiencing the permeation of the concepts of diversity and
inclusion, resulting in a much greater importance being place on mutual acceptance
and value of each person.
We have come to realize that our lives in the world after the Covid-19 pandemic will
not focus on the conditions or partial optimization of individual organizations,
companies, or persons but rather on our actions that must now be guided by mutual
understanding from the perspective of what is best for society as a whole.
The Otafuku Group Motto for the previous period was Think deeply and challenge
your brain with the corresponding expectations for the wisdom and innovativeness of
our employees being amply demonstrated in their response to and countermeasures
against the Covid-19 virus.
Under this period s motto encouraging us to mutually Recognize and Praise each
individual s existence and value, Otafuku will unite as group to contribute to creating
a society full of smiling faces.

Shigeki Sasaki
President
Otafuku Holdings Co., Ltd.
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Otafuku Group Production Bases
Health, wellness, and happiness for the world

The Otafuku Group has six production bases within Japan and abroad that safely
and securely manufacture delicious seasonings.

In accordance with our philosophy of providing health, wellness, and happiness
across the world, we are creating products and rich menus that match the
characteristics of each region, as well as expanding Japanese food culture, such as
okonomiyaki, which is healthy and also embodies the idea of harmony being
enhanced when everyone is gathered around the table for a meal.

Otafuku Foods
（Qingdao）Co., Ltd.

Qingdao Factory
China

Making products to satisfy local tastes

This company develops and manufactures seasonings to
satisfy local needs based on rigorous hygiene control.
Address

Tochigi
Qingdao

: No.16, Ronghai Road, Jihongtan Sub-district Office,

Hiroshima

Chengyang District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, China

Factory space : 20,000m 2

Malaysia Factory

OTAFUKU SAUCE
MALAYSIA SDN．BHD．

Producing Halal-certified seasonings

This factory produces halal-certified seasonings
based on the certification we have acquired from
JAKIM, a Malaysian halal certification body.
Address

: No.61, Jalan 5/KU6, Kawasan Perindustrian

Sungai Puloh, 42100 Klang, Selangor.

Factory space : 1,560m 2

Daiwa Factory

Vinegar-making that combines traditional
and leading-edge technology
This factory pursues the production of delicious
vinegar using the traditional surface fermentation
and submerged fermentation with leading-edge
technology within a lush natural environment.
Address

: 1-1 Ogu, Daiwa-cho, Mihara-shi, Hiroshima

Factory space : 15,045m 2

Malaysia
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Otafuku Vinegar
Brewery Co., Ltd.

Otafuku Sauce
Co., Ltd.

Head Office Factory

Manufactures Okonomi sauce and other main products

Production is mainly focused on sauces as well as manufacture of various
seasonings and condiments such as vinegar and dipping sauce. It also
holds production equipment for non-fried tempura crisps.
Address

: 7-4-27 Shoko Center, Nishi-ku, Hiroshima-shi, Hiroshima

Factory space : 10,212m 2

Union Sauce Co., Ltd.

Nikko Factory

Unique production methods using raw vegetables
This factory produces various products using unique
methods such as our “raw sauces” made by
processing raw whole vegetables.
Address

: 3109 Kiwadashima, Nikko-shi, Tochigi

Factory space : 23,100m 2

Otafuku
Foods, Inc.

Los Angeles Factory

Highest Quality Products with SQF Certification

This factory has acquired SQF certification, an advanced
international standard certification, for an ongoing dedication to
producing safer and more secure products.
Address

: 13117 Molette St. Santa Fe Springs, Ca

Factory space : 4,000m 2

U.S.A.

Los Angeles
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Message from the New President of Otafuku Sauce Co., Ltd.

Remarks on Appointment
as President

I have been appointed as the eighth
president of Otafuku Sauce Co., Ltd. In
the same way as my predecessors, I am
committed to cherishing the trust placed
in us by our customers and working
together so that we remain a company
that is needed in society. Amidst the
major changes that have been brought
about in the world by Covid-19, I believe
that society and consumers today seek
bright news, smiling faces and security
for the future.
That is why we have adopted “Energy”
and “Earth friendly” as our policies for
this fiscal year, and we are determined
to deliver happiness, joy and vigor
through food.

Takatomi Sasaki
President
Otafuku Sauce Co., Ltd.
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Sincerely Facing Customers and
Flexibly Responding to Change

In addition, to limit the risk of Covid-19 infections

Our daily lives including food and meals have

work remotely, distributing online class videos,

undergone great changes: for example, whereas

people are spending more time at home and have

due to commuting, we actively introduced new

approaches to work by encouraging employees to
conducting online sales activities and so on.

activities have been limited and restaurants are

Aiming to Be a Company That Is
Kind to People and the Planet

our enduring ideal that is “to contribute to a joyous

This fiscal year, we have adopted “Energy” and

greater oppor tunities to do cooking, economic

struggling to attract customers. In order to realize

society with health, wellness and happiness through
food”, we must promptly turn our attention and

respond to the transitions and issues brought about
by new lifestyles and changing business

environment in the Covid-19 crisis and envisaging

the world both during and after the pandemic.To that
end, I believe that it is important to compile tentative
theories with “logical intention” and “inspiration and

ideas based on sensitivity”, and to work on resolving
problems that our customers have with the utmost

sincerity. As inbound consumption declines and the
absolute quantity of dietary intake falls due to the
g r ey i n g of s o c i et y a n d s o o n,ove r a l l m a r ket

consumption is in decline. In such circumstances,
when I consider the ways in which we can

contribute to society, I believe it is important for

each and every employee to act with initiative in the
spirit of selfless devotion for others.

In the previous fiscal year, having the objectives of

“Earth friendly” as our policies. These policies are
i n f u s e d w i t h t h e p owe r f u l m e s s a g e t h a t o u r

employees will per s onally ac t with vi gor and

continue to introduce bright topics into the world. To
realize this, employees will pool their individual

“Energy” and reinforce cooperation among group

companies so that we can respond to the changing
times and link these efforts to the future.

Moreover, continuing from last year, “Earth friendly”
remains an important theme for us. Now, all people
and companies have an obligation to seriously

confront environmental issues for the sake of realizing
a sustainable society. Through continuing our

initiatives to tackle plastic containers and packaging,
address energy issues and reduce food losses, we

are committed to becoming a company that is more
kind to people and the planet than before.

brushing-up our operations and products and

As a Company That
Originated in Hiroshima

“Brush-up and creation” and implemented a variety

In 2020, Hiroshima marked the 75th anniversary of

c r eat i n g n ew t h i n g s , we a d o p te d a p o l i c y of

of initiatives around the central pillars of “Healthy,

simple & easy”, “Earth friendly” and “Dates”. With a
view to raising the profile of the Otafuku brand

among overseas consumers too, we introduced
English logos to our “Okonomi Sauce” and our
ot h e r s au c e a n d o ko n o m i ya k i p r o d u c t l i n e s;

moreover, as part of our efforts to respond to the

social issue of reducing food losses, we changed

the method of displaying the best-before date from
“year, month and day” to “year and month” on 67
household product items and also strived for

greater efficiency in food loss reduction, delivery

and inventory management. Furthermore, to raise
awareness of “dates”, which are an indispensable

raw material in creating the richness and sweetness
of our “Okonomi Sauce”, we strived to transmit their
appeal by conducting various promotions and
posting recipes on social networking services.

the atomic bombing. On August 6, 75 years ago,
destruction befell the city of Hiroshima, and our

forerunner - “Sasaki Shouten”- was burned to the
ground. As the hibakusha (victims of the atomic
bomb) become older, we are reminded of our

mission to preserve their memory and pass it onto
future generations. As food that was created

through the wisdom of people during the age of the
post-war food scarcity, Hiroshima’s okonomiyaki
i s d i e t a r y c u l t u r e t h a t s y m b o l i z e s t h e c i t y’s

reconstruction. By connecting people through the

borderless food of okonomiyaki, which can be made
with ingredients found anywhere in the world, we
are committed to practicing our founder’s wish of
“seeking the way of truth, deeply and mutually

absolving our sins and sincerely praying for world
peace” and thereby contributing to building a
peaceful society.
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The History of Okonomi Sauce

Okonomi Sauce tailored to our
customers' needs and developed over time
Okonomi Sauce was created in an effort to tackle a particular issue okonomiyaki restaurants were
faced with in post-war Hiroshima after the dropping of atomic bomb. This chapter explains the
history of “Okonomi Sauce” from its creation to the present day.

1938

Vinegar brewing starts. The brand name of
“Otafuku Vinegar” is decided. Vinegar production
starts with the idea of further expanding the
appeal of delicious and healthy products.

1975

Dates are added to our
Okonomi Sauce recipe.

The spirit of our founder, Seiichi Sasaki, has been
preserved to this day. His mottoes for manufacturing
products were “Never use anything harmful to the body”
and “Each drop is imbued with our spirit and history.”

1978

Otafuku becomes the
first manufacturer in
its field to sell its
sauces in cartons.

1957

Sales of the first
Otafuku Okonomi Sauce
for household use start.

1922

“Sasaki Shouten”opens
as a sake and soy sauce
wholesaler/retailer.

1982

1952

Sales of the
new Okonomiyaki Sauce start.

The “Fuku Bottle,” a convenient
container designed to preserve quality,
starts to be used.

After the end of WWII, we started the
production of sauces in order to prepare
for the upcoming age of western food.
We heard complaints from owners of
okonomiyaki restaurants that “the thin
sauce flows right onto the grill,” and in
response, we repeatedly tried to create
a sauce to match the okonomiyaki.

Over a period of about two years, we cooperated
with a container manufacturer to develop a
container that is easy to use and preserves the
quality of the sauce inside. We decided to use a
type of plastic called EVAL™, which boasts
excellent gas barrier properties. We named the
container “Fuku Bottle” and started to sell it as a
household product.

Production of sauces starts

Development of household products

Introduction of various types of containers

From Hiroshima City to
the neighboring prefectures

From retailing to manufacturing

Company History
1922

Daiwa Factory is completed and starts
operation specializing in vinegar
production.

Use of dates starts.

1998

Sales of “Okonomiyaki Ingredient Set” start.

Head Office Factory is moved to Shoko
Center, Nishi Ward（Hiroshima City）.

1999

Otafuku Vinegar Brewery Co., Ltd. is established.

2000

Start of activities of the “Danran-go”
okonomiyaki publicity vehicle.

2005

Business and capital tie-up with Union
Sauce Co., Ltd.

2008

Wood Egg Okonomiyaki Museum opens.

2009

Conversion to a holding company.

1960

Sales of “Yakisoba Sauce” start.

1964

Sales of “Takoyaki Sauce” start.

1938

Vinegar brewing starts.

1975

1945

The factory is completely destroyed due to
the atomic bombing.

1946

Vinegar brewing is restarted after
borrowing a sake brewery in Nagatsuka,
Gion Town（Hiroshima City）
.

1978

1950

Sauce production and sales start.

1952

Otafuku Vinegar Brewery Co., Ltd. is
established, and the factory is moved to
Oshiba Town（Hiroshima City）
.

1955

Sales of “Sushi Vinegar” and “Rakkyo
Vinegar” start.

Name changed to Otafuku Sauce Co., Ltd.

Otafuku becomes the first manufacturer in
its field to sell its sauces in cartons.
1982

Start of use of Fuku Bottles（500g）.

1986

JAS certification（Minister of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries）received for
Worcestershire, medium-body, and full-body
sauces, vinegars, and other products.

Sales of “Okonomiyaki Sauce” start.
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1990

Seiichi Sasaki opens “Sasaki Shouten” as
a sake and soy sauce wholesaler/retailer
in Yokogawa Town（Hiroshima City）.

1987

Okonomiyaki Training Center opens in Tokyo.

Kickoff for Okonomiyaki Division.

“Otafuku Fukkuru Nursery School” office
daycare center opens.

Received
award at Japan
Vegetarian
Awards

2019

1998

Sales of “Organic Okonomi
Sauce” start.

Okonomi Foods introduces
the new “Okonomiyaki
Ingredient Set” product.
We wanted to make our customers learn about
okonomiyaki first and then encourage them to
use our Okonomi Sauce. Thus, we used carefully
selected flour and other ingredients to create
and launch the “Okonomiyaki Ingredient Set.”

This product does not contain animal-derived or
alcoholic ingredients so that it can be enjoyed by
a wide variety of people with their own special
food requirements. The products have received
the “JAS Organic Certification” and
“Recommendation Mark（Vegan）of the Japan
Vegetarian Society”.

2008

● The “Wood Egg Okonomiyaki Museum”
opens with the goal of spreading
okonomiyaki and its culture.

1987

● Sales of the first product without any of
the seven major allergens, the “From
One Year Series,” starts.

Okonomiyaki
Training Center
opens in Tokyo.

2020

2016

2013

● Redesigned
sauce package
with English logo.

Malaysia
Factory is
completed and
starts operation.

1983

We decided to stay
faithful to our
traditional design.

2018

● Sales of “Okonomi
Sauce with 50%
Less Sugar” start.

● Qingdao Factory and Los
Angeles Factory are completed
and start operation.

2014

2017

● Use of tight-fitting non-drip
caps for our containers starts.

Development of various sauce flavors

2010

Cabbage farm training for new employees
at the Otafuku cabbage farm starts.

2012

Otafuku Tokyo Division Building opens.

2013

Qingdao Factory（China）is completed and
starts operation.
Los Angeles Factory（USA）is completed
and starts operation.

Expanding from Japan to the rest of the world

2017

2015

Otafuku R&D Center “Will Egg” opens.

2016

OTAFUKU SAUCE MALAYSIA SDN．BHD．
is established.
Malaysia Factory starts operation.
OPP Co., Ltd. is established.

The first store managed directly by Otafuku
Sauce named “Vege Love it!” opens.
Halal certification acquired for OTAFUKU
SAUCE MALAYSIA products.

2018

“Seirinkan” training facility opens.
Taipei Branch opens in Taiwan.
Okonomiyaki cooking studio “OKOSTA”
opens at Hiroshima Station.

Oconomiyaki Academy is established.
Employee cafeteria “Maru-ki Cafeteria”
opens at Head Office.

● Sales of “Okonomi Sauce with
50% Less Salt” start.
● Sales of halal-certified sauces
and other seasonings
manufactured at our Malaysia
Factory start.

Development of sauces for persons with dietary restrictions such as food allergies

Expanding to East Japan
and nationwide

2014

Received
awards in Japan
Packaging
Competition

2019

2020

Sales of the redesigned “Fruit of the Date
Palm” start.
Receive corporate award at 5th Japan
Vegetarian Awards.
Receive awards in 59th Japan Packaging
Competition（Organic Okonomi Sauce:
Award for Products Aimed at Foreigners;
Tacos and Banh Xeo Sets: Chinese/Ethnic
Food Award）.

Dates Department established.
Adoption of multi-line production at Head
Office Factory. Okonomi Foods Head
Office Factory established.
Receive award from Minister of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries for being an
excellent business for export measures
during FY2019.
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Unique Production Methods

A quality control system that was perfected on
the production line and designed to keep every
single drop of our product safe and secure
Our seasonings are made using a wide variety of ingredients gathered from around the world.
Hygiene management is thoroughly performed from procurement of ingredients until shipping out from
the factory by utilizing various innovative techniques to ensure quality at each process.

Procuring and
Processing Ingredients

Storing and Mixing

Ingredient tanks

１

Small
lots

Cooker

Custom-made
ODM products, etc.

２

Separate cookers are used for
the ingredients to prepare
custom-made products that do
not exceed 1,200 liters.

Blending tanks

We buy carefully selected
ingredients from all around the
world and store them in tanks
and warehouses.

ec
Ch k

１

Processing dates and
raw vegetables at our
company as well

Dates and other special ingredients that
give our Okonomi Sauce its unique rich
and sweet flavor are partially processed at
the Otafuku R&D Center.
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By relying on blending technologies
we have developed over the years,
we mix the ingredients according to
our special secret recipes.

ec
Ch k

２

Strict control of
ingredients that contain
the seven major allergens

We use special
control methods for
primary ingredients
that contain the seven
major allergens
（eggs, milk, wheat,
buckwheat, peanuts,
shrimp, or crab）
.
Those ingredients are
weighed in a separate
room and handled
according to strict
procedures.

Large
lots

Mixing tank

Otafuku brand
products, etc.

Spices and other ingredients
are mixed and stirred here.

ec
Ch k

３

The ingredients are moved
from various other tanks to the
mixing tank through pipes.

Product quality testing
with sampling inspections

We perform various inspections, including
physico-chemical inspections to test viscosity
levels and Brix values, microorganism
inspections to test our products for common
bacteria, and sensory inspections by using
human senses to test the color, smell, and taste.

Products to match our
customers’ needs such as BIB,
mini, and polyester containers ▶
We have installed “Back-in-Box (BIB) automated filling
equipment” to our filling lines at our Head Office
Factory to handle both dry and refrigerated products.
The cooling equipment we have introduced allows for
handling of products easily susceptible to heat damage
in order to produce even higher quality products that
match the detailed needs of our customers.
We are additionally expanding our line of business
products in various sizes such as mini and polyester
products.

Heat Sterilization

３

Cooker

Filling and Packaging

４

３

Continuous
sterilization system

４

Okonomi Sauce and other large-lot
products pass through a heat
sterilization line with a total length of
about 200m where they are sterilized
at 100℃ or more.

ec
Ch k

４

５ ６

The product is placed in containers of
the customer's choosing. We offer
various types of containers, including
pouches for lunch box seasonings, as
well as polyester bags, PET containers,
and BIB containers.

After adding the ingredients
according to the recipe, they are
stirred while being heated.

Inspection

Shipping

Using strainers and
magnets to block
foreign material

We remove all foreign material with
magnets and strainers with different mesh
(hole) sizes for different products.

５ ６

Mainly squeeze bottles are then boxed
on the filling and packaging line.

ec
Ch k

５

Filling bottles and sealing
them with airtight aluminum
seals in clean rooms

Our line for household squeeze bottles is
located in a special room where we keep all
foreign material and external air out by
increasing the pressure inside the room so that
the bottles are rapidly filled with the product.

ec
Ch k

６

Bottle filling

Heat-sterilized seasonings are
heat-filled to prevent any
microorganism contamination in all
processes from production to filling.
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Pledge to Our Customers
（Manufacturing）

Pursuing a Manufacturing Approach
that Meets Our Customers' Needs

1

Promise

The original meaning of the name “Otafuku” is to “bring joy and happiness to many people.” We
consolidate our expertise and knowledge in order to impress our customers and bring a smile to their
face based on the spirit of expert manufacturing of products so that each drop is imbued with our
sincerity. The Otafuku Group has declared their agreement with “Consumer-Oriented Management”
that has been promoted by the Consumer Affairs Agency of Japan.

Cherishing Our Customers’ Opinions

Employee’s
Voice

At our Customer Consultation Office, we always look for new ways to
improve our products by analyzing our customers' opinions and

suggestions we receive on a daily basis. We encourage the related

departments at our company to quickly share information and exchange
opinions in order to make our products and services better across the
entire company.

Pursuing Easy Use
~Container and Packaging Innovations~
In response to the opinions of our customers and changes in social

conditions, we are focused not only on flavor but also easy use, and are
making great efforts to improve and further develop containers and

Specific Example of Improvements
Use of wheat-derived ingredients is now indicated in detail on
packaging of some products
The majority of inquiries we receive
related to allergies are about fruits
followed by those regarding wheat, with
a great many of these persons stating “I
want details, if the product is made with
soy sauce, then it is possible to eat.”
Some products now carry the indication,
“The wheat contained in this product is
derived from soy sauce” under the list of
allergens if the wheat-derived ingredient
is soy sauce in order to provide useful
guidance to consumers when shopping.

*Only indicated on home-use
“Okonomi Sauce,” “Takoyaki
Sauce,” and “Dashi and Soy
Sauce Takoyaki Sauce.”

“Pure Rice Vinegar” Certified as
“The Hiroshima Brand” product
“Otafuku Pure Rice Vinegar” has been certified as a
“Delicious Dish of the The Hiroshima Brand”. Other certified
products include our “Okonomi Sauce” and “Hiroshima
Limited Okonomi Sauce”.

packaging for easier use.

Reducing Container Weight

Change to “Narrow-Waist” Containers that are Easier to Grip

The weight of containers for the 1,150-gram size

Containers have been redesigned with a

grams. Additionally, changing to a narrow-mouth

easier pouring in to provide “easy gripping,

of “Okonomi Sauce” has been reduced by six
cap makes it easier to pour and use.

6

shape that fits perfectly in your hand for
pouring, and opening.” This has also

reduced the weight of the container itself by

some 15%, resulting in less plastic used and
a reduced environmental burden.

grams
lighter!

Some products feature a
narrow-mouth cap that makes
it easy to adjust the pouring
amount.

Approx.
-5 grams
per bottle
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NEW!

Development of Order-Made Seasonings
We are developing and manufacturing commercially available products
for household use as well as business products used by restaurants
such as okonomiyaki restaurants and other food product manufacturers.
By working daily to develop custom-made seasonings to match a wide
variet y of menus, we have
Number of product items:
accumulated a great deal of
know-how and ideas as well as
products
strong development capabilities.
Including both household and

1,899

business use（As of Sept. 30, 2020）

Concentration of Research, Development,
and Marketing Functions
Creating New Value by Developing Unique Products
We have concentrated our research, development, and marketing
functions at the Otafuku R&D Center "Will Egg." That is where we
conduct essential research on manufacturing processes and materials,
develop products for business and household uses, as well as plan
and design a wide variety of products and menus. Our work is focused
on future technologies and includes applied research in cooperation
with Hiroshima University as well as research, production, and
distribution of green laver cultivated on land with the goal of ensuring
a stable material supply chain.

Delicious Taste Enjoyed by
Everyone from Children to Adults
With the goal of bringing joy to your table, and providing mental health

PJA
コラム

and happiness when gathered together to eat, we have developed

products that do not contain the seven major allergens（eggs, milk,
wheat, buckwheat, peanuts, shrimp, and crab）
.

Publication of “Project A” Recipes

（Collaborative Project of Food Product Manufacturers）

From September 2018, we have been collaborating with

Nagatanien Co., Ltd., NH Foods Ltd., and House Foods Corp.
on “Project A” activities that consist of actions taken in

regards food allergies such as information transmission,

public awareness activities, and product outreach efforts.

The four companies have been developing recipes during
this period and have collected them in a single book titled

“Allergy-friendly Food Recipes” released in February 2020. In
Our “From One Year Series”
for children when they finish
baby food

“Mild Flavor Okonomi
Sauce” aimed at
providing satisfying
taste to everyone from
children to adults

“KAKOMU Gohan
Series” allows family
members with food
allergies to share the
same dishes

addition to distributing the book to food allergy organizations
across Japan, the book has been made available by free
download from the Internet.

Employee’s Voice
Towards a Consultation Office that Values Connections with,
Listens Closely to, and Stands by Our Customers
Customer Consultation Office Saki Hiraoka

Serving in our role providing linkage between customers and our company, we endeavor to connect customers with the relevant
department in order to respond to the inquiries we receive from a wide range of customers: from regular customers to

okonomiyaki restaurant personnel. From when dates went on sale in March, we have been working hard to compile and
summarize the most frequent types of received inquiries and sales conditions to share it within the company so that our

customers can immediately receive the information they need. Our goal is to provide plus-alpha information and guidance from
the customer’s perspective by trying out examples and unique flavor combinations based on customer suggestions.
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Pledge to Our Customers
（Quality）

Various steps to ensure quality and
make every single drop of our product
in every meal safe and secure

1

Promise

Inheriting the attitude of our founder who said, “We will not sell a single drop of anything that adversely
affects our customers,” we are pursuing natural tastes that are safe and secure with our spirit and
history imbued in every single drop.

Food Product Safety Policy

Only the Finest Ingredients

This food safety policy establishes our basic stance in order to produce

Putting an abundant amount of vegetables, fruits, and spices in our

natural tastes that are safe and secure with our spirit and history

deliciousness. We seek out the highest quality ingredients from around

safe products and realize the Otafuku Group philosophy of “Pursuing

imbued in every single drop” which embodies the heart and soul of our
production efforts.
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sauces creates a natural taste that translates to rich flavor and true
the globe.

Inspection of Production Sites

Provide safe products in a secure manner to
meet the constant need of our customers for
only the best products.
Pursue high levels of hygiene and quality control
to aid our efforts to produce products where
each drop is valuable to us.

We visit fields and other growing locations around the world for our
ingredients, taking the opportunity to talk directly with owners and

producers. We carefully check the surrounding environment, production
processes, and sanitation conditions while also talking with owners and
producers to create a relationship of trust and improve quality. We

continue to use dates, an essential ingredient for the richness and

sweetness of our “Okonomi Sauce,” by carefully selecting the growing

regions and types of dates we use by visiting the actual dates orchards.
We even take the time to process some of them on our own.
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Maintain good communication within and
outside of the company to aid our efforts to
acquire new knowledge and technology
corresponding to changes in the world.
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Strictly obey laws of Japan and foreign
countries, and social norms, and strive to
appropriately provide information in order to
earn the trust of our customers.

Australian Tomato Field

Dates Orchard

Our Origin: “Vinegar Brewing”
The foundation of Otafuku has always been vinegar since our founder

Quality Management System
At our plants in Japan and abroad, we make sure our manufacturing
processes are safe and reliable by acquiring various certifications.

Head Office Factory
● FSSC 22000
（Acquired in April 2014）

● FSSC 22000
（Acquired in April 2014）

● JAS Organic Certification
（Acquired in Dec. 2019）

● JAS Organic Certification
（Acquired in June 2018）

Nikko Factory

Los Angeles Factory

● ISO 9001
（Acquired in Aug. 2015）

Qingdao Factory
● ISO 22000
（Acquired in Nov. 2013）
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Daiwa Factory

● SQF Certification
（Acquired in May 2018）

Malaysia Factory
● Halal Certification
（Acquired in March 2017）

started production of brewed vinegar in 1938. After WWII, Otafuku

started to produce sauces and other various seasonings using vinegar
as the ingredient.

Inheriting the vinegar brewing of our founder, Otafuku Vinegar Brewery
continues to make high-quality mellow-tasting vinegar based on
rigorously selected ingredients, pure water, and clear air while

surrounded by the beautiful nature of Daiwa Town
（Mihara City,

Hiroshima Pref.）
. Furthermore, we are utilizing the brewing techniques
accumulated over our long history to also produce products like
amazake and drinkable vinegars.

Factory Inspection

Computerized Data Management

Quality is confirmed by the Quality Assurance Division that performs

Otafuku has created an internal database, the “Otafuku Quality

periodic inspections of all group factories according to thorough strict

products. This data serves as the basis for creating proper labels and

inspections of our factories in order to maintain and improve our already

Assurance System”（OQAS）
for managing data about ingredients and

standards. Business to business customers also perform strict

other indications for final products in order to provide quality information

high quality.

to our customers.

OQAS
O t a f uk u Q uali t y A s sur an c e S y s t e m

Ingredients
Manufacturers

Ingredients
Information

OQAS
Ingredients Standards

Quality
Data

Recipe Management
Label Creation
Product Standards

Improving Productivity through
Improvement Circle Activities

Names of
Ingredients
Allergies
Label

Employee’s
Voice

Installation of Security Cameras
“Security cameras” have been installed to 41 locations in our Head

At our Head Office Factory, we continuously strive to maintain a

Office Factory, with consideration given to the safety of employees

participation in improvement activities based on our quality control

getting into important ingredients or products. These cameras serve

high quality of our manufacturing processes by voluntary

working in the factory, in order to prevent harmful substances from

standards. Teams are formed

to prevent and promptly discover any accidents or other problems.

regardless of department
membership, and they

implement measures to improve
productivity and production

processes, decrease workloads,
and similar objectives. Activities
are carried out in order to put

smiles on the faces of everyone
in the factory.

The first-place team
implemented measures to
reduce mixing time by eliminating
the process of step-by-step
addition of ingredients with the
goal of improving working hours
productivity by 2%.

Employee’s Voice
Utilizing Individual Capabilities to Realize Improvements
and Create an Environment that is more Conducive to Working
Production Division Tomoko Ueda

My role as chairperson supervising each team performing activities included holding study groups in order to make improvements,
therefore creating an environment in which the activities could be easily implemented. Under the motto of “Let’s try it! ~ Towards a
new stage by combining individual strong-points” during this term, we implemented improvements by utilizing each person’s

individual knowledge and experiences. I plan to continue to challenge myself to improve conditions throughout the factory so that
everyone can know about the joy of improvements and work with a lively attitude.
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Activities to Popularize Okonomiyaki
（Japan）

Efforts to promote okonomiyaki while
conveying the joy and importance of
eating well

2

Promise

Okonomiyaki is a dish that readily spreads the joy of eating among
people and creates a happy atmosphere at any gathering.
It is our mission to use our Hiroshima base for the promotion of a food culture that is deeply rooted in the region.

Wood Egg Okonomiyaki Museum

Okonomiyaki Division

Employee’s
Voice

The “Wood Egg Okonomiyaki Museum,” established to spread the

The Okonomiyaki Department at Otafuku Sauce specializes in the art of

Okonomiyaki Training Center, as well as hands-on okonomiyaki-making

classes, holding seminars for aspiring okonomiyaki restaurant owners,

history and cultural information related to okonomiyaki, includes an
experience using a

griddle or hot plate in an

making okonomiyaki. Its activities include offering okonomiyaki cooking
and conducting research on various cooking methods, with the goal of
promoting various ways of preparing delicious okonomiyaki.

okonomiyaki cooking

Awarded a Silver
Prize in the 13th
Industrial Tourism
Town Revitalization
Awards

class, and the museum

itself that communicates

the history and culture of
okonomiyaki and its

Okonomiyaki Cooking Classes
We are providing okonomiyaki cooking classes, mainly at the Wood Egg
and our Tokyo Division Building, so that families can enjoy making and
eating okonomiyaki at home.

sauce. Approximately

190,000 persons have

visited the museum since
its opening.

Factory Tour
Our Head Office Factory features tour courses that are mostly focused
on the sauce filling and packaging line, and explain the various
processes and innovations related

Nutrition Classes
We visit elementary schools in Hiroshima

Prefecture to give okonomiyaki cooking classes.
Through this practical hands-on experience,

children not only learn about nutritional value and
how to cook, but they also learn about the

to our manufacturing activities. It is

enjoyment and importance of food.

also very popular to combine an

okonomiyaki cooking class with the

Streaming of Online Cooking Class Videos

tour. Educational field trips for

Hiroshima Prefecture elementary

With the increased amount of opportunities to cook at home due to

also available.

class videos at our official Youtube channel with the hopes that

the spread of Covid-19, we have started streaming of online cooking

schools and similar activities are

viewers can have some fun with food and pass their time spent at
home in a fulfilling manner. The channel features videos of online
classes that provide tips for cooking

okonomiyaki, yakisoba, and takoyaki.

Sharing Okonomiyaki Culture
We are carrying out activities that serve to promote okonomiyaki, and also share and expand the history and culture related to
okonomiyaki by publishing books about okonomiyaki and essay presentations on radio shows.

Scenery with Okonomiyaki

The public was asked to submit essays about “Small Blessings Surrounding Okonomiyaki”, with the corresponding

works read on radio and animated shorts produced. In commemoration of 1,000 broadcasts, and 75 years after the
atomic bombing, and in order to convey for posterity the “Scenery with Okonomiyaki” that accompanied the

recovery of Hiroshima, a request was made to submit essays about memories of okonomiyaki in Hiroshima during
ＲＣＣ
Radio
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the period from 1955 to 1965 to create the radio drama “Scenery with Hiroshima Okonomiyaki.” It was broadcast on
Oct. 10 “Okonomiyaki Day” in 2020.

Okonomiyaki Chef
（In-house Qualification）

Okonomiyaki Cooking Studio
“OKOSTA”

As a further means to popularize okonomiyaki, we have created an

This studio opened at Hiroshima Station in Oct. 2018 in order to allow

many persons, both Japanese and foreigners, to discover the delights of
okonomiyaki through cooking classes, and so that the pleasant

memories and great tastes provide the opportunity for communication
and sharing of food culture. OKOSTA provides courses to match a

variety of needs such as Muslim-friendly dishes not using pork and
vegetarian dishes without any meat or fish components.

in-house certification in order for employees to first acquire knowledge
and skills related to okonomiyaki. Written and skill tests for beginner
and intermediate are given once a year.
Meister
（Advanced）

3
persons

Coordinator
150
（Intermediate） persons
Instructor
（Beginner）

358
persons

Expert in okonomiyaki who is
representative of our company in terms
of skills, experience, and character.
Completely knowledgeable in all
aspects of okonomiyaki with the skills
to provide training and instruction.
Possesses fundamental knowledge of
okonomiyaki, with practical knowledge
of how to make okonomiyaki, and
related theory and skills.
As of 24 November 2020

Total number of visitors

Approx.

25,000 persons

Ever-Evolving Fresh Concepts for Okonomiyaki
Vege Love it!
We are always proposing fresh concepts for okonomiyaki with

“Veggie-ko-yaki”, a small square-shaped okonomiyaki packed with

seasonal vegetables that provide a new taste sensation, as well as

Seminars for Aspiring Okonomiyaki Restaurant Owners
Locations held

●

Tokyo

●

Osaka

●

Hiroshima

●

Fukuoka

handmade sauces made in the store, vinegar-based dishes, vegetable
smoothies, and many others. We offers suggestions for a healthy diet
focused on vegetables
and health.

With the aim of increasing “beloved local okonomiyaki
shop owners and staff all across Japan,” we provide
support for persons thinking of opening their own

okonomiyaki shop. Support consists of everything

Okonomiyaki Trade Show

consideration stage to special intensive training courses for persons who

to the owners of okonomiyaki shops, we

from an explanatory meeting for persons in the

As a means to express our constant gratitude

are ready to open a shop, with advice provided for all stages according to

suggest trend-conscious menu items

individual circumstances. In addition to practical technical instruction

using actual griddles, we also provide consultations regarding facilities
and impart business management know-how.

conceived by our employees, provide useful
information, and similar types of advice.

Employee’s Voice
Posting of online instructional videos for making even more delicious
and healthy okonomiyaki at home
Okonomiyaki Division Haruka Kamikawa

Since we cannot teach face-to-face in classrooms, we have been providing video classes with the desire that families can lift
their spirits by enjoying okonomiyaki. Doing everything from scriptwriting to shooting and editing by ourselves, we are very

focused on details such as using language that can be readily understood by people cooking for the first time and even children,

and how everything is presented on the screen. Through responses on social media, we have been able to reach a great number
of persons because of this difficult but special time, and having the ability to share our videos all over Japan and abroad makes
me feel that this has unlimited potential. We plan to continue these types of enjoyable activities for popularizing okonomiyaki.
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Activities to Popularize Okonomiyaki
（Overseas）

Okonomiyaki for the World
Market creation: Foreign tourists and
overseas markets

2

Promise

Okonomiyaki can be regionally adapted by adding ingredients that match the particular region and
local tastes to the main base of flour and vegetables. We would like to spread it all across the globe
along with the joy of gathering together for a meal.

Southeast Asia

Growing Popularity of Konamon Around the World

Employee’s
Voice

Based in Malaysia, OTAFUKU SAUCE MALAYSIA SDN．BHD．is

We are seeking to promote okonomiyaki and other dishes

containing flour
in various countries
（“Konamon” in Japanese）

around the world by adapting the flavors to local tastes.

recipes in English

North, Central, and South America

manufacturing, selling, and exporting Halal-certified seasonings. In

Malaysia, a multi-ethnic country where many different religions coexist,

takoyaki seems to be gaining popularity since it can be easily combined
with many different toppings. Konamon is also spreading to food courts
and the deli corner of supermarkets in Vietnam, Thailand, and

Singapore. Many locals visit stores
in the afternoon and evening to

Headquartered in Los Angeles, Otafuku Foods, Inc. manufactures

enjoy these flour-based dishes.

seasonings, and sells our products in North, Central, and South

America. From 2015, sales personnel have been posted in New York
City where they carry out food sampling sales at supermarkets and

provide guidance at restaurants in order to expand the menu items of
specialized shops, restaurants, and local families. We are working to
help “Okonomiyaki” become more widespread by providing

East Asia

opportunities for people to actually enjoy eating it.

At our Qingdao Factory of Otafuku Foods
（Qingdao）Co., Ltd., we are

developing and producing various seasonings to match the local needs,
with sales carried out in China and neighboring countries. Okonomiyaki
cooking classes at Japanese schools are not only popular among

Japanese residing in China but also among locals. Additionally, the
growing number of Taiwanese visiting Japan has increased the

recognition of flour culture resulting in the opening of our Taipei Branch
in April 2018, holding of an Okonomiyaki Trade Show, and many other

activities to propose new ideas that are more closely connected to the

Europe

local culture.

Flour-based dishes of okonomiyaki, yakisoba, and takoyaki have

become so popular as Japanese food in Europe that the names of some
dishes, such as okonomiyaki, in France and England, and yakisoba, in
Spain, are highly recognizable and understood by local residents. We
are currently working hard to promote Konamon including creating

videos about products and recipes that serve as new sales tools, as well
as other Internet marketing strategies.

Oceania
We are working to spread recognition of okonomiyaki through food

sampling sales at local supermarkets and similar activities. We are

carrying out activities to promote okonomiyaki aimed at inbound visitors
to Japan from Oceania, such as information exchanges with personnel
from our Japanese offices who are
holding events directed at inbound
tourists in collaboration with
Japanese departments and
overseas sales personnel.
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Number of Okonomiyaki Shops in Japan and Abroad

Okonomiyaki for Persons with Religious
and Other Dietary Restrictions

Persons receiving okonomiyaki training in Japan and then going to
another country to open a shop has resulted in the some 400

okonomiyaki restaurants outside of Japan currently. These numbers are
said to be increasing annually.

Japan: Approx.16,000 shops

Number of “Okonomiyaki, Takoyaki, and
Yakisoba Stores”（From the “2014
Economic Census for Business Frame” of
the Statistics Bureau of the Ministry of
Internal Affairs and Communications）

The Malaysia Factory of OTAFUKU SAUCE MALAYSIA SDN．BHD．is
manufacturing halal-certified seasonings that do not use any

Overseas : Approx. 400 shops

Number of restaurants mainly specializing
in okonomiyaki
（Otafuku estimate）

*As of October 2020

ingredients derived from meat or alcohol so that Muslims can also enjoy
delicious okonomiyaki. Import and sales of their products in Japan
started in 2017.

*As of October 2020

Okonomiyaki and Inbound Tourists
We have launched various innovative activities so that persons from
throughout the world can enjoy the delicious taste of okonomiyaki.

2nd Halal Foods Award
First Prize for Sauce and
Seasoning category received

Okonomiyaki cooking classes are
also available in English

New Versions of “Okonomi Sauce” and
“Yakisoba Sauce” for Export

Communication tools to assist in
ordering in English and Chinese

Providing for a Wide Variety of Tastes and Diets

Vegan versions of “Okonomi Sauce” and

“Yakisoba Sauce” for export were released

Otafuku released its “Organic Okonomi Sauce” made without the use of

in July 2020. The goal of these products, in

in March 2019. We adopted the “Foodpict” symbols for readily identifying

allow a great number of persons across the

animal-derived ingredients, chemical seasonings, or alcoholic ingredients

which not even alcohol or flour is used, is to

food products not used and created a sauce that allows people around the

globe to eat okonomiyaki and yakisoba.

globe to securely savor the deliciousness of Hiroshima.

5th Japan Vegetarian
Awards for Corporate
Award received
59th Japan Packaging
Competition Award for
Products Aimed at
Foreigners received

Award from Minister of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries for being an
excellent business for export measures
during FY2019

Employee’s Voice
Making Okonomiyaki a Regular Local Dish
OTAFUKU SAUCE MALAYSIA Sales Keio Fukahori
I have been stationed in Malaysia since February 2020, and am mainly responsible in Malaysia and Indonesia. My daily work

consists of suggesting menu items for mass retailers, developing new products, and sales to wholesale dealers. Okonomiyaki as

a prepared deli dish is so extremely popular locally that okonomiyaki has become the best-selling prepared deli dish on occasion.

Using the strength of the acquired Halal certification, we are working to expand okonomiyaki so that it becomes a common part of
the food culture among southeast Asian customers.
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3

Promise

Supporting Sports
and Culture

Pledge to the Local Community

Revitalizing Markets and Societies through
Activities with a Strong Regional Focus
As a company that was founded in Hiroshima and has relied on okonomiyaki to develop its business, we will
always be grateful to the local community and continue bringing happiness to people all around the country by
spreading our food culture. That is the goal of the various support and promotional activities we engage in with
a strong focus on the regional community.

We help the local community in Hiroshima by organizing activities such as the “Otafuku Cup” and “Soccer
Rehabilitation,” sports activities for local youth, and by supporting the three major professional groups of

Hiroshima, namely the Sanfrecce Hiroshima soccer team, the Hiroshima Toyo Carp baseball team, and the
Hiroshima Symphony Orchestra.* Some events not held in 2020 due to Covid-19.

Otafuku Cup
（Hiroshima City Elementary School Relay Race）

Soccer Rehabilitation

In this sash relay race, elementary school fifth- and

Guided by the principle of “Turning disabilities into

other in teams of five. We have been supporting the event

Football Association carries out a unique “Soccer

sixth-graders from Hiroshima City compete against each

since 1995. The goal of this race is to improve the children's
physical health, teach them the importance of team spirit,

and encourage them to help each other. We will make sure
the tradition of this event continues in the future.

individuality with soccer”, the Japan Developmental Support
Rehabilitation” program that introduces soccer to children
with developmental disabilities. The program consists of
various progressive activities such as classes and

dispatching of certified coaches to private daycare centers.
As we endeavor to “Put smiles on the faces of children and
their families,” we

endorse these type of

rehabilitation activities

and provide our support
by collaborating in
Competing in teams of
five or six by passing on
the sash to reach the goal

tournaments and similar
manners.

Sanfrecce Hiroshima

Hiroshima Toyo Carp

This professional soccer team

This professional baseball team is the pride and joy of Hiroshima. It has

fair play and continues to

shown our support for the team with signboards and other means ever

always competes in the spirit of
fascinate the citizens of

Hiroshima. Since 2002, we have

revitalized the city and brought inspiration to its citizens. We have
since the Former Hiroshima Municipal Stadium was still in use.

been organizing sponsored home
games once a year to contribute
to the excitement.

Hiroshima Symphony Orchestra

Hiroshima Museum of Art

Nicknamed “Hirokyo” after its full name in Japanese, this symphony

As a part of the aesthetic education
of children, the museum charters
buses to invite Hiroshima City

elementary students to the museum
so that they can appreciate seeing

actual masterpieces for themselves.
Elementary students who visit the

museum are given a souvenir of an
Otafuku product as a token of
gratitude.
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orchestra has been garnering fans both in Hiroshima and around the

world. We support their “My Town Orchestra Hirokyo” tour, which gives
an opportunity to families all around the city of Hiroshima to enjoy live
orchestral performances.

Redesign of Union Sauce Nikko Factory Tour

Unique Production Methods
Using Raw Ingredients

Based on our desire to become closer to our customers as a company rooted in the local community,
the tour of the Nikko Factory was redesigned to provide an experience that would leave customers

even more impressed by our attention to detail in the ingredients we use, as well as the deliciousness

Union Sauce has adopted a unique

and wide-ranging appeal of our products.

production method called “multi-stage

production” for extracting soup from raw

Factory Tour Highlights

vegetables and spices. Spices are grounded

As examples of our unique and careful production methods that allow for processing without losing any

of the inherent tastiness of the vegetables, the tour introduces visitors to the production process for raw
vegetable-extract soup made by pulverizing raw vegetables, boiling them, and adding them to sauce.

flavor. These production methods are used
for our leading product of “High-Grade

The redesign of the tour features the use of red, our corporate color, as the theme to which display

panels and other items that readily communicate our manufacturing excellence in a simple visual manner
were added. Our goal is to provide a lively and enjoyable factory tour that is easier to understand in order
to promote learning. The tour also features an area to experience first-hand the rich aromas of our

within our factory to imbue them with a rich

Worcestershire Sauce,” “High-Grade

Medium-Body Sauce,” and “High-Grade
Tonkatsu Sauce.”

in-house ground spices as well as the opportunity to sample dishes made with our products.

Oconomiyaki Academy Activities

Manufacturing Using Local Specialties
The Daiwa Factory of Otafuku

Oconomiyaki Academy is carrying out various

locally-grown rice as the ingredient

collaboration of industry, government, and

gain first-hand experience of rice

throughout the world as a symbol for the revival of

them with a renewed understanding

“Okonomiyaki Symposium 2020” featuring an appearance

the finest ingredients, and making safe and secure vinegar.

restaurants can serve as “Children’s Cafeterias.”

Vinegar Brewery is using

activities with a global perspective through the

for their vinegar. Otafuku employees

academia in order to spread okonomiyaki

planting and harvesting to provide

Hiroshima and peace. In February 2020, we held the

of the importance of selecting only

by education critic Naoki Ogi, to discuss how okonomiyaki

Support for Take-Out Dining Measures for Restaurants

Distribution of Cabbage to Children’s Cafeterias

We are carrying out measures such as providing banners

New Otafuku employees distributed 350 heads of freshly harvested

and partitions to restaurants with our desire to support

employees learned the importance of these children’s cafeterias by grilling

recommending take-out service, and providing face shields
restaurants that are facing difficulties in attracting customers
due to the effects of Covid-19. We are also creating

mechanisms in limited areas to connect restaurants with

customers through measures aimed at stimulating restaurant
business by publicizing them through social media posts.

cabbage to 10 children’s cafeterias in Hiroshima Prefecture. The new
okonomiyaki for the children in the cafeterias,
and realized how okonomiyaki can be an aid
in dietary education as well as a manner to
gather together and spur communication.

Employee’s Voice
Fun Factory Tour through Hands-On Experience and Loved by the Local Community
Quality Control Office, Nikko Factory, Union Sauce Co., Ltd. Erika Sakai
The goals of this recent redesign of our factory tour were to create fans by having even more local residents take the tour as well

as to become an attractive factory so that the workers can take pride working there. We worked hard to make easy to understand
displays and implemented team member-suggested ideas for making placards, providing a feeling of handmade warmth to the
tour. I am really happy to hear children commenting “Cute!” and “It’s really fun!” We will continue to communicate the
attractiveness of our factory in order to increase brand recognition all across Japan.
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4

Promise

Pledge to the Global Environment

Our Measures to Protect the Environment
Based on the wise words of our founder, “We must consider the affects on our children and grandchildren
before acting,” we solemnly pledge to cherish the global environment and act in harmony with nature so that
future generations will be able to enjoy an abundant and beautiful natural environment, as well as the
deliciousness that nature provides.

Various Measures to Achieve Sustainable Logistics

We have declared agreement with the “White Logistics” campaign

promoted by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism,

and is working to make improvements in order to ensure stable logistics,
protect the global environment, and improve logistics efficiency. We are

also taking steps to reduce CO2 emissions in transportation and delivery
as a member of the “Green Partnership.”

Introduction of Plastic Pallets and Use of Modal Shifts

Practical use of a Limited Amount of Resources to
Improve Productivity Across the Company
We have established guidelines for improving productivity across the

company, and we encourage our employees to produce better results by
effectively utilizing the limited amount of resources we have at our
disposal. This is to alleviate our impact on the environment.

Efficient Use of Resources and Energy Conservation
Eco Station

Methane
Fermentation

From April 2019, we changed from using specialized wood pallets to

plastic rental pallets. This has reduced transportation costs due to being
able to transport together with other manufacturers and also improved

logistics efficiency. Our measures to reduce our environmental burden

also consist of proactively making modal shifts using railroads and ships
in order to reduce CO2 emissions of motor vehicles such as trucks that

are used for freight transport.

Amount of
wood used
reduced by 75
tons annually

CO 2 emissions in
transportation and
delivery compared to
previous year: 513
ton reduction

Reduced
energy of 600
large trucks
used to recover
pallets

Garbage is divided into very
specific categories so that it can
be used as recycled resources.

Coolant Reuse

The power of microbes is used to subject
waste seasoning to methane fermentation
in order to convert the waste into boiler fuel.

Preventing Heat
Radiation Loss

Water used as equipment coolant
and similar applications is filtered
and undergoes ultraviolet sterilization
before being reused as cleaning
water and for similar purposes.

Insulating jackets have been installed
to the joints of steam pipes to prevent
heat from being radiated and
subsequent heat loss.

We are also taking measures such as changing to LED lighting as

necessary in factories and offices, and reducing air conditioning use by
adopting film that reduces ultraviolet radiation for windows.

Improved BCP Readiness by Stationing of
Warehouses in Six Locations Across Japan
We have been strengthening our BCP readiness by updating our

We are continuously working to reduce product loss and improve yields.

revising manuals accordingly. Furthermore, the use of warehouses in

to completely use ingredients with no waste, we have been improving

Hiroshima, and Fukuoka）has enabled us to focus on the stable delivery

introduction, equipment positioning and piping layouts, use of

consideration given to safety and efficiency.

measures to improve daily productivity, including production site

response procedures for emergencies such as natural disasters and

In addition to numerous studies performed by every department in order

six locations across Japan（Hokkaido, Kanagawa, Aichi, Osaka,

equipment and processes such as innovative methods of equipment

of our products and reducing the delivery burden on our partners with

Proper Inventory Management by Revising
Production Lots and Inventory as a Part of SCM
We have a goal of production, sales, and logistics departments uniting

as one to achieve proper inventory levels. Our efforts include reducing

the average number of inventory days from production to shipping
（lead
time）by 30% over three years and a reduction of inventory that is
disposed.
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Improving Yields and Productivity

semi-processed goods, and lot sizing. We are also implementing
improvements such as the revision of production processes resulting in
reduced equipment operating times.

■Yield Results
（Head Office Factory）
95
94

94.0

94.1

2018

2019

2020（FY ending in Sept.）

93
92

（%）

Ratio of Productivity
to Operating Time
（Liter/Man-Minute）
108% in comparison
with previous year

94.0

Yield=
（Filling amount÷Production amount）×100

Measures to Save Energy at Each Factory
We are implementing various environmental measures at each factory
of the Otafuku Group.

Head Office Factory, Otafuku Sauce

Employee’s
Voice

At our Head Office Factory, the Production Technology Division plays a
leading role in encouraging and raising awareness about our efforts to

alleviate the impact on the environment by holding meetings where we

share information about electricity, water, and steam usage status with
the goal of saving energy. Additional energy-saving measures include

Daiwa Factory, Otafuku Vinegar Brewery
This factory was able to reduce CO₂ by approximately 37% in comparison
with the base of FY2013 thanks to measures taken from FY2016 including
updating of the cooling equipment for the vinegar fermentation equipment
and enabling inverter controls for pumps, switching to LED lighting fixtures,
and actions to reduce energy use such as boiler updating and drain recovery.
This fiscal year, actions have been taken to reduce water consumption such
as reducing electricity consumption and reusing indirect cooling water by
updating chiller specifications and installing cooling air spraying equipment.
Efforts to save labor and strengthen the production system have also been
implemented, including a massive change in equipment layout to create new
open spaces, improvements in the line of flow together with the introduction
of equipment to reduce heavy manual work, and improved automation and
remote monitoring functions of production processes.

making small improvements such as fixing steam and air leaks,

searching for innovative and original improvements, while also pursuing
large investments in equipment. We have reduced water usage to

approximately 89% compared to the previous year due to improvements
such as revision and innovation of the manifold washing process,

stopping use of lubricant that causes products to slide on conveyor
belts, and upgrading mechanisms to reuse product cooling water.

Equipment to reduce heavy manual work

Screen of remote monitoring system

Nikko Factory, Union Sauce
■Water Used in Head Office Factory
（Total Use from Oct. to June）

Manifolds

4.50
4.00
3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00
（m3/kl）

4.12
3.48

3.10
89.3% in comparison
with previous year
10.7% improvement

2018

2019

From February 2018, this factory switched from heavy fuel oil to gas to power
our existing steam boilers. By improving energy efficiency, we are able to
reduce CO 2 emissions by approximately 250 tons annually and achieve other
positive effects to alleviate the impact on the environment. Additionally,
dehydrators used in the draining equipment was updated in June 2020. In
comparison with operations before updating the equipment, sludge treatment
capacity was increased fourfold, sludge content rate was improved by
approximately 3.5%, and the amount of sludge produced was reduced by
approximately 7.5 tons annually. Water quality has also been improved
together with a reduction in the energy required for wastewater treatment.
Additionally, the sludge created by wastewater treatment is recycled as
compost and manure.

2020

Gas boiler room

Dehydrator

Employee’s Voice
Improvement to Manifold Cleaning Resulted in Massive
Reduction in Water Used

Quality Control Division, Head Office Factory Yuna Nagaoka
We were facing an issue with the massive amount of water being used to clean the manifolds that are part of the equipment that
sends various products from the product tank to the corresponding filling lines. To solve this issue, we worked on various

improvements with the cooperation of personnel from other sections as well as cleanser manufacturers with the goal of achieving
“environmentally friendly production.” This revision of washing methods has resulted in a reduction in water used of three million
liters annually. We will continue to work further on reducing energy consumption.
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Pledge to Our Employees（Development）

5

Promise

Cultivating Every Employee’s Individual
Capabilities and Sensitivity with Unique
Employee Development System
In order for an organization to undergo continuous changes from the perspective of customers, independent-minded
action and a mixture of friendly competition and cooperation together with passion and willingness to take on challenges
that create new values are essential. We support the self-directed development of human resources so that individuals
may pursue their own specializations and grow personally in ways that contribute to their organization.

Place for Mutually Sharing Values beyond Age and Position
Our employees of various professions can train their senses, improve their skills, and learn how to produce more ideas by engaging in communication with
their co-workers, exchanging opinions, and participating in outdoor activities. We are aiming to exceed the limitations of organizational structures,

including friendship, so that ideas can fly back and forth freely, enabling the participants to share information about issues and their thoughts in order to
find potential solutions and ways to achieve them.

“Seirinkan,” a facility for employee training sessions and recreational
activities we opened in 2018.

Overseas Internship
（Open Recruitment）
After a short-term language exchange program, we organize internship

programs that last about one and a half years and take place at our overseas

bases in the U.S. and other countries. Our goal is to make our employees learn
how to be proactive, how to take initiative, and how to think creatively by giving
them an opportunity to broaden their horizons. This will turn them into the
driving force behind the innovations of our organization. One of the

requirements for the participants is a TOEIC score of at least 700 points.
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We are even using scrap wood from the time of construction in the workshop
for other wood-working applications.

New Employee Training

Training to Increase English Abilities
（Open Recruitment）

In addition to acquiring the essential skills every working professional

needs, we have also prepared a unique training program where our new
employees can obtain the basic knowledge and learn about the

fundamental principles related to okonomiyaki and “Okonomi Sauce”.

That is the knowledge they will need as members of a company that has
relied on okonomiyaki to develop its business.

This program was started in 2016 in order to develop human resources
sufficiently trained in English to work in a global capacity. Participants
study useful English by practicing listening and speaking through

correspondence course, online English conversation classes, group

training, and similar methods. 88 employees have participated in this
program to date. Support is provided for independent study by
employees who want to improve their language skills.

Cabbage Farm Training
Cultivation training is performed at the Otafuku cabbage farm.

New employees are able to gain hands-on experience in planting
and harvesting cabbage, an essential okonomiyaki ingredient,
in order to deeply study the characteristics of cabbage.

Innovation Program
（Open Recruitment）
Participants learn methods for giving form to business ideas with a

focus on marketing methods. They acquire the capabilities needed to
create new products and services not limited by conventional

Okonomiyaki Training
New employees practice making okonomiyaki numerous

times using a real griddle or hot plate in order to acquire the
basic skills of okonomiyaki cooking.

knowledge and practices.

Trainer System
We have created a trainer system in order to provide on-the-job training
for new employees after they have been assigned to their post.

As a rule, the training is provided by experienced employees with three

to ten years of experience. The program is carefully planned and carried
out continuously throughout the company.

Handmade Sauce Practice
New employees grate fruits and vegetables,

measure out the spices, and boil them all together in
a pot to learn the basic points of sauce-making.
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Otafuku Group : Company Overview and Business Details
Otafuku Group:Sales and Number of Full-Time Employees by FY

Otafuku Group
Sasaki Shouten
Co.,Ltd.

620 employees

Otafuku
Sauce
Co.,Ltd.

Otafuku Holdings Co.,Ltd.

Okonomi
Foods
Co.,Ltd.

Union
Sauce
Co.,Ltd.

OPP
Co.,Ltd.

190

184

198

205 207 ※211

222

218

540
522 532

417

402 400

451

229
222 224
562

572

247
236 237 2４０

591 589

59７ 59３ 600

251
620

470 473

* The number of full-time employees is that for only Otafuku Sauce until 2009, and from 2010 the number is
for the consolidated total for the Otafuku Group.
* Sales figures are those for only Otafuku Sauce until 2009, and from 2010 the number is the total for the
five consolidated companies of the Otafuku Group, and for the six consolidated companies from 2017.

Otafuku Holdings Co.,Ltd.
Founded
Established
Representative
Address
Capital
Business
Number of
Full-Time
Employees

Otafuku Sauce Co., Ltd.

November 1922

Established

October 1952

Representative

October 2009
Takatomi Sasaki, President

Shigeki Sasaki, President

Address

7-4-27 Shoko Center, Nishi-ku, Hiroshima-shi,
Hiroshima 733-8670 TEL.082-277-7112

7-4-27 Shoko Center, Nishi-ku, Hiroshima-shi,
Hiroshima 733-8670 TEL.082-277-7111

Capital

100 million yen

100 million yen

Business

Business planning for the Otafuku Group and
supervisory management of each company

Offices
Number of
Full-Time
Employees

46

Sales

Development, manufacture and sales of sauces,
vinegar, dipping sauces and other seasonings
25 locations in Japan
423
24.5 billion yen

■Okonomiyaki Training Centers
Sendai, Tokyo, Nagoya, Osaka, Okayama, Hiroshima,
Takamatsu, Fukuoka

Otafuku Sauce:Sales Offices

Branches
・North Japan Branch/Sendai Sales Office
・Osaka Branch
・Kyushu Branch/Fukuoka Sales Office

・Tokyo Branch
・Chugoku Branch（Hiroshima）
・Taipei Branch（Taiwan）

・Nagoya Branch/Nagoya Sales Office
・Shikoku Branch/Matsuyama Sales Office

・Kanto Sales Office
（Saitama）
・Okayama Sales Office
・Takamatsu Sales Office

・Shizuoka Sales Office
・Fukuyama Sales Office
・Minami-Kyushu Sales Office
（Kagoshima）

Sales Office
・Sapporo Sales Office
・Hokuriku Sales Office（Ishikawa）
・Yonago Sales Office

Resident Office
・Kochi Resident Office
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Otafuku
OTAFUKU
Foods
SAUCE
（Qingdao） MALAYSIA
SDN.BHD.
Co.,Ltd.

Otafuku
Foods,
Inc.

36.8 years old

Sales
Unit: x100 million yen
（Total sales/Account closing month is Sept.）
Number of Full-Time Employees
（As of October 2020: All nine companies）Unit: Persons

177

Otafuku
Vinegar
Brewery
Co.,Ltd.

Avg.Age:

・Okinawa Resident Office

Established
Representative

January 1998
Takamitsu Ozawa, President

OTAFUKU SAUCE
MALAYSIA SDN．BHD．

Otafuku Foods
（Qingdao）Co.,Ltd.

Otafuku Foods, Inc.

Established
Representative

February 2012

Established

Shigeki Sasaki, Chairperson

Address

13117 Molette St. Santa
Fe Springs, Ca

Address

Capital

6.1 million USD

No.16, Ronghai Road, Jihongtan
Sub-district Office, Chengyang District,
Qingdao City, Shandong Province, China

Capital

7 million USD

Business

Number of
Full-Time
Employees

Manufacture of Okonomi Sauce, Yakisoba
Sauce, flavored vinegar, dipping sauces
and other liquid seasonings and sales in
North, Central, and South America

Business

Number of
Full-Time
Employees

15

Representative

Takao Sasaki, President

Capital

MYR2,000,000
Manufacture, sales, and export of halal
seasonings such as Okonomi Sauce,
Yakisoba Sauce, and Takoyaki Sauce

18

Okonomi Foods Co.,Ltd.

Vinegar was the starting point of Otafuku production and is
essential as the primary ingredient of our sauces. In Daiwa
Town, blessed by natural soft water and clear air that are optimal for
fermenting, we produce various products from jummai
（pure rice）
vinegar to a variety of vinegars and flavored vinegars with the spirit and
history of our company imbued in every single drop.

October 1999

No.61, Jalan 5/KU6, Kawasan Perindustrian
Sungai Puloh, 42100 Klang, Selangor.

Number of
Full-Time
Employees

36

Seito Kono, Managing director

Address

Business

Manufacture of Okonomi Sauce, Yakisoba
Sauce, flavored vinegar, dipping sauces,
and other liquid seasonings and sales in
China and neighboring countries

Otafuku Vinegar Brewery Co.,Ltd.

Established

Representative

April 2016

Specializes in development and sales of flour-based
dishes, mainly for okonomiyaki, as well as flour-related
ingredients. By utilizing the know-how and ideas gained from
developing together with the history of okonomiyaki, this company
features a rich variety of products that can be used to create great
flavors by anyone from professionals to families.
Established
Representative

July 1986
Eishi Sasaki, President

Address

1-1 Ogu, Daiwa-cho, Mihara-shi, Hiroshima
729-1323 TEL.0847-34-0124

Address

7-2-7 Shoko Center, Nishi-ku, Hiroshima-shi,
Hiroshima 733-0833 TEL.082-278-5430

Capital

10 million yen

Capital

10 million yen

Business

Number of
Full-Time
Employees
Sales

Development, manufacture and sales of fermented
products such as vinegar, flavored vinegar, sweet half-sake,
and fermented seasonings

Business

Number of
Full-Time
Employees

14
780 million yen

Sales

Development, production, and sales of okonomiyaki
ingredients（such as flour, tempura crisps, dry fish shavings,
and aonori（green laver））

17
4.16 billion yen

Union Sauce Co., Ltd.
Under our philosophy of “Seeking to refine our flavors and pursuing
originality in order to create products we can be proud of in the future,”
this company produces sauces using the finest fresh vegetables and
in-house ground spices. In addition to the Union Sauces with the
penguin logo, the company also produces business-use Otafuku
sauces for eastern Japan.
Established
Representative

December 1949
Takashi Igusa, President

OPP Co.,Ltd.
Specializing in packaging, this company performs all tasks from
planning and design of interior and exterior packaging, as well as
wrapping, packing and shipping of Otafuku Group products. This
company also promotes fixed-term employment of retirees, employment
for the handicapped, and community involvement.
Established
Representative

June 2016
Yoshihiko Suga, President

Address

3109 Kiwadashima, Nikko-shi, Tochigi 321-2345
TEL.0288-26-4896

Address

5-2-5 Shoko Center, Nishi-ku, Hiroshima-shi,
Hiroshima 733-8678

Capital

62.5 million yen

Capital

10 million yen

Business
Number of
Full-Time
Employees
Sales

Manufacture and sales of sauces, ketchup, mayonnaise,
dipping sauces, and other liquid seasonings

45
2 billion yen

Business
Number of
Full-Time
Employees

All packaging processes（such as wrapping, packing, and shipping）
for seasonings, processed foods, and similar products

6

＜Number of full-Time Employees is as of October 2020 and sales figures are as of FY2020 ending in Sept.＞
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Leading-Edge Equipment

Production Equipment for Non-Fried Tempura Crisps

First company to create non-fried tempura crisps with first production equipment
of Okonomi Foods

Okonomi Foods develops, produces, and sells a variety of okonomiyaki-related ingredients including the “Okonomiyaki Ingredient Set”.

Based on the desire to provide even healthier okonomiyaki-related products, the company started operation at the end of January 2019
at the newly established “Okonomi Foods Head Office Factory” equipped with the first automated production equipment for
manufacturing “Non-fried Tempura Crisps”, a first in the industry and made using extruders*1.

This equipment is used to produce various non-fried products such as “Dashi and Umami Crunchy Tempura Crisps”, “One-Shake

Topping for Okonomiyaki”, and “Spicy Mala-Flavor Tempura Crisps”. Okonomi Foods is dedicated to providing our customers with health
and happiness through delicious okonomiyaki-related products.

*1: Extruders are machines that can cause a mixture of raw powdered ingredients such as wheat and barley powder to swell or “puff” by applying heat and pressure.

Products Manufactured

“Dashi and Umami Crunchy
Tempura Crisps”
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“One-Shake Topping for
Okonomiyaki”

“Spicy Mala-Flavor
Tempura Crisps”

30

The Wish within Otafuku
The name Otafuku is meant to represent Bringing
happiness to a great amount of people. Our face logo
image（Otafuku-san）consists of her thin eyes（showing
an ever smiling face）, her low nose（representing
humility）, her tiny mouth（implying that she does not
waste her words）, her large ears（signifying her ability
to listen）,her robust cheeks（indicating a healthy body
and mind）, and her wide forehead（portraying her
wisdom）, which are all expressions to show us that her
beauty is internal.The basic ﬂavors are sweetness,
sourness, saltiness, bitterness, and umami. We hope to
be loved forever by everyone who knows about the
sweet, sour, and bitter times of life, and this is why we
have used the Otafuku brand over our long history.

